Introduction

Welcome to a Horse Racing System that I’ve been using for a few years now. It helps me gain an extra few hundred pounds in profit each week, which can build up over the course of a year and turn into a great side earner.

Below is a super system that will really bash the bookies and really improve your profit margin by miles. 9/10 times the horse that wins the race is in the top 3 of the odds section; by using this scoring system you will eliminate the horses that don’t really have a chance of winning and picking the winner. Hopefully you will have some knowledge of a racing post therefore this system will be made even easier for you. But if not do not worry it’s pretty straight forward and with a little bit of practice you will soon have the hang of it.

The first thing you will need is the racing post for that days racing, alternatively you can visit www.skysports.com/racing

Now you must follow this scoring system, you must only use the top 3 horses in the odds section.

3 x points for favourite

2 x points for 2\textsuperscript{nd} favourite

1 x point for 3\textsuperscript{rd} favourite

Please note you must only use the top 3 horses, using more will void the system, making it inaccurate.

2 x points if the horse has a top rating

This is the number marked in a black circle in the Racing Post Newspaper.
2 points if the horse has raced in the last 11 days or
1 point if it has raced in the last 21 days

2 x points if the horse won its last race or if it won its last 2 or 3 races then
1 point is added for each winning race

So if it looks like this 1-2-1-3 then the horse will only score 2 points or if the previous races look like this 1-1-1-3-5 that horse will score 4 points

You must use this scoring system for all 3 horses in the top 3 of the odds section. If that horse scores 7 or more points then that is a selection bet, but if more than 1 horse scores 7 points or more then that race is void just move onto the next race. Go through all the days racing and you should have around 10 horses that qualify for a bet. Please note you must use the same amount of money for each bet, to start with i would use £1 for each horse.

If you use different amounts for each race then it would mess up your profits if that horse was not to win its race. Whatever stake you choose to bet with you must stick with for a month, because like all betting systems you have good days and bad days and it takes a while for the profits to really show. I would just stick at £1 per horse until you have built up enough profit to step up the stake I have been using this system for the past 3 years and I now use £10 per horse and my profit over a 1 month period is around £2000 on average my best month being £2800.

THIS IS A MUST: Never use the same betting shop to place the bets spread the bets over a few different bookies or online bookies they are crafty buggers and they soon realise something is wrong when you keep winning especially as you increase your bet per horse. I made this mistake and I’m now banned from one local bookie. I now use few different shops and few different online bookies. They really hate it when people win money.
As long as you keep to the scoring system you will experience no problems at all, and make loads of money. But if there are any problems, there can only be one outcome, you’re not following the system properly or don’t quite understand the system. In this case I need to hear back from you so I can guide you through any problems you may have. I really want you to smash the bookies just as I am and make as much money as possible!

Happy Betting!

Jordan Miller